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We tell the story of two unique individuals

beginning their life together...”

Weddings
VIDEO & PHOTOGRAPHY

Contact us: info@bocavisualfusion.com   Phono: (561) 571-2532

‘‘
& Events



Wedding cinematography that doesn't just document your

day but captures its beauty through artful filmmaking.  

We merge the clarity and quality of modern cinematography

with the intimacy of the vintage style to create a wedding

video that is stylish, beautiful, and full of heart. 
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Our Highlights Videos are not a "trailer" with random clips, but a whole movie in itself

that tells the story of your wedding with all the best moments from beginning to end.

I believe weddings have the perfect flow- the anticipation of getting ready, the climax

of the ceremony, and the celebration of the reception. And 6-7 Minutes is the 

PERFECT length.

We don't make your wedding into something dramatic and cheesy. Weddings are

beautiful and emotional just as they are. No need to make them an over-the-top 

production. I like to bring out the genuine emotion and beauty of the day.

Apart from the vows and some audio from the day, I don't add voiceovers. I find them

to be overly dramatic and distracting. I believe the best way to capture true emotion

is with great music. And I use happy emotional music, not sappy slow songs.

All our packages include full day coverage which is unlimited hours. I make sure to get

all the activities of the day, I don't want to miss anything!  We don't leave before cake

cutting and the bouquet toss just because my hours are up.

It is our belief that marriage is for the bride and groom but weddings are more about

all your family and friends coming together in one place to celebrate. For this reason,

I like to get a lot of shots of the family and friends in addition to the bride and groom.

OUR 
STYLE
Sweet 16
Quinceañeros
Anniversary
Bar Mitzvah
Baptism
First Communion
Confirmation
Birthdays
Graduation
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THE VIDEOGRAPHY SPECIAL 

This package is perfect for those

who don’t have a budget for

videography but would like their

entire day beautifully filmed in the

highest quality.  Having your 

wedding on video is a MUST!  

You can always have it edited at a

future time if you wish. 

- 1 Cinematographer      

- Full Day Coverage     

- Video Footage on Hard Drive  

(or- ganized into chapters and easy

to watch on the computer!)

$1490

OUR 
PACKAGES
VIDEO

THE HIGHLIGHTS PACKAGE 

- 2 Cinematographer     

- Full Day Coverage     

- 6-7 Minute Highlights Video

- Online Sharing

- Edited Ceremony with Profes-

sional Audio

- Video Footage on Hard Drive

(or Feature Film on DVD + Flash

Drive with digital videos)

$2495

THE PREMIERE PACKAGE 

- 3 Cinematographers     

- Full Day Coverage     

- 6-7 Minute Highlights Video

- Online Sharing

- Edited Ceremony & Toasts

- Video Footage on Hard Drive  

(or Feature Film on DVD + Flash

Drive with digital videos)

$4995

‘Boca Visual Fusion was perfect. I wanted a professional film but was concerned it would look like I have a paparazzi. They are out of the way, delivered an 

excellent film, and did an amazing job. I would highly recommend them.’ Anna & Rama ’’’’

‘We have nothing but good things to say about Ivan, Peter and the Boca Visual Fusion team and highly recommend them. The films that they display as their

demos were cinematic and when we received ours we found that they lived up to those expectations.’ Tom & Yuan ’’’

‘We absolutely LOVED working with Boca Visual Fusion. We got our trailer to post on Facebook and everyone loved it. They were never in your face with 

the camera or anything like that. Actually I didn’t feel as though they were there.’ Bavidra & Saher ’’’’’

(Deposit required 

and with balance due 

3 days before ceremony.)
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OUR 
PACKAGES
PHOTO

THE HIGHLIGHTS PACKAGE 

6 hours of photography for $1950

with 2 photographers.

Pre-Wedding, In-Person 30 minute

Consult. 

Qualifies for free photography

prop.  Studio Lighting available if

needed for Bridal Couple Portraits,

indoors or outdoors!   

All retouched images on USB 

flashdrive.  Additional charges my

apply for pre-deposit in-person

travel, additional consultations, and

additional hours on wedding day. 

THE PREMIERE PACKAGE 

10 hours for $3200 of complete

coverage by our photography

team.

Free 30 minute Engagement 

Photography Session,

Free Pre-Wedding Consult

Qualifies for free photography

prop.

Additional charges may apply for

pre-deposit in-person meeting,

travel, additional consultations, and

additional hours on wedding day.

'We were so excited about the pictures that we totally forgot to say Thank You! 

These are so Amazing, and Beautiful and Wonderful!'. Ameeta & Ejaaz ’’’’’

‘My wedding photos are Outstanding! I love the artistry and the love that was captured… I have been trying to narrow down the best 100 wedding photos for a

website I am creating and I am truly having a hard time eliminating down to the best 300 because of the exceptional photography and the perfect moments

Ruben was able to capture for my husband and I.’ Austin & Dao ’’’’’

'OMG!!! Thank You Soooo much! The pictures are beyond our expectations!' Maria & Sergiu ’’’’’

THE PHOTOGRAPHY SPECIAL 

3 Hours of photography for $950

Coverage by 2 photographers.  

All retouched images 

on USB flashdrive.   

5 hours of photography for $1500

with 2 photographers.

Qualifies for free photography

prop.  Studio Lighting available if

needed for Bridal Couple Portraits,

indoors or outdoors!

All retouched images on 

USB flashdrive. 

(Deposit required 

and with balance due 

3 days before ceremony.)
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YOU CAN ADD OTHER SERVICES

DVD

DVD

WEDDING

WEBSITE

Email Invitations

Online RSVPs

Social Media

Self Expressive

FINE ART WEDDING ALBUM

• Minimum: 10 Pages / 20 Sides

• Maximum: 35 Pages / 70 Sides

WEDDING MEMORIES 

PHOTO CANVAS PRINT

Available in 4 sizes: 

12" x 18", 16" x 20", 

16" x 24" and 24" x 36".

WATER BOTTLE LABELS

Also available: Wine Bottle Labels.

WEDDING DVD VIDEO

Also available: DVD Photo Album

Contact us to offer you the best quote 
to custom for your wedding
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